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Coronavirus: much wider contagion
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Economics of ‘fear’ meets Economics of ‘sudden stops’
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Exponential rise in global cases leads to renewed fears
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“Flattening the curve” is extremely difficult
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Testing remains inadequate in US
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China: Successful containment measures
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The lockdown paradox



The evolution of our forecast assumptions
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Dec/Jan

• Reduced Brexit risk and US/China trade tensions

• Gradual pick-up in global growth over course of 2020

Jan/Feb

• Rapid spread of coronavirus in China (and parts of Asia) 

• Weaker Chinese imports and tourism; disruption to global supply chains

Feb/Mar

• Harsher lockdown measures in China with localised lockdowns (Italy)

• China with deeper slump and growing disruptions in rest of world

Latest
• Fast spread of virus triggers rapid increase in lockdown measures

• Massive financial market meltdown reinforces supply/demand shock.

• Global recession



A shock never experienced before
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Natural disaster: sudden and unexpected

Terrorist attack: massive confidence shock

Financial market shock: liquidity/credit stress



Chinese economy fell off a cliff in Jan/Feb
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PMI readings illustrate forthcoming supply chain disruptions
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NY & Philly manufacturing activity contracts sharply in March



Hit to industrial production will be large
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Large share of consumer spending is discretionary or social
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Travel sector revenue will average 75% below normal in Mar/Apr
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Collapse in oil prices will leave a scar on shale sector
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Demand shock compounded by financial conditions
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With sharp and severe market movements
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And just like that the longest expansion on record is over
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The disruptions to GDP growth in Q2 will be massive
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Potentially the most severe quarterly contraction ever!
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And the largest decline in GDP in any single quarter
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With unemployment rate likely to surge above 10%
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Initial claims for unemployment Last week claims rose 33%!

This week we could see 400% surge!



Sudden stop represents major income risk
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We now expect a 0.2% GDP contraction in 2020
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Worrisome amid elevated corporate leverage
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And rising corporate stress
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The outlook could potentially worsen
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Policymakers to the rescue?



US: Fed has slashed policy rates back to effective lower bound
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US: Fed has restarted QE
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High market volatility amid financial stress
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Fed to do “whatever it takes”

1.  Fed slashed the fed funds target rate to the effective lower bound via two intermeeting cuts

2.  Relaunched open-ended QE - start buying $500 billion in Treasury securities and $200 billion in MBS

3.  Massively pumped up repo offerings

4.  Provided forward guidance - rates remain low until closer to Fed's dual mandate

5.  Discount window borrowing rate lowered and term increased to up to 90 days

6.  Lower pricing and extend terms on standing US dollar liquidity swap lines

7.  Intraday credit extended by the Reserve Banks 

8.  Cut the reserve requirement ratio 

9.  Revived the Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF)

10.  Revived the Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF)

11. Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility (MMLF)

12. Establish temporary US dollar liquidity swap lines with wider group of central banks

1. Increase the size of QE

2. Revive the Term Auction Facility (TAF)

3. Revive the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF)

4. Fed buys corporate bonds

5. Loosen Basel III bank regulations

6. Fed offers loans and financial support to broad base of corporations
7. Create a new financing facility

Fed's emergency policy actions
Steps taken so far

What we expect next
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Fed gradually remove accommodation in 2021
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Fiscal stimulus has been slow & modest so far
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Indication that stimulus may be ramped up to $1tn
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Law or proposal How much For what

Coronavirus Preparedness and 

Response Supplemental 

Appropriations Act (passed 3/5)

$8.3 billion

 Funds for those on the front lines, including medical 

supplies, money for research into treatment, vaccines 

Families First Coronavirus Response 

Act (passed 3/18) $140 billion (est) total

$105 billion  Paid sick leave, with extended benefits for those 

caring for kids 

$30 billion  Aid to states for Medicaid costs 

$3 billion  Enhanced unemployment insurance, nutrition 

assistance 

$2 billion  Coronavirus testing 

White House Proposal $1 trillion total

$500 billion  Direct payments to individuals in two tranches, scaled 

by income 

$300 billion  Small business loans; to be eligibile have to maintain 

payrolls for 8 weeks 

$150 billion  Assistance for hard hit industries other than airlines 

$50 billion  Secured lending facility for airlines 

Summary of Fiscal Stimulus Measures 



Follow-up fiscal measures will drive up borrowing
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Conclusions



Main thoughts
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• Coronavirus shock used to represent a supply shock for China and rest of world, but 

it’s rapidly transformed into global demand, supply, confidence & financial shock

• The cruel “lockdown paradox” is that the more severe the containment measures 

are, the faster we’ll get past the virus, but the sharper the economic hit will be 

• The drop in activity and income in Q2 will be one of, if not the largest on record, but 

the rebound is expected to be sharp too

• Employment will plunge and the unemployment will temporarily surge

• Financial conditions are acting as an amplifier, and the risk from a liquidity or credit 

squeeze is real, especially in the context of elevated corporate debt

• Fed easing won’t stop the virus, but it is essential in ensuring the good functioning of 

financial “plumbing”

• Coordinate global fiscal action is urgently needed, and emphasis should be on 

testing and supporting lost income.
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